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1. Introduction

Let M be an n( &#x3E; 2)-dimensional Hermitian manifold with metric tensor g
and complex structure tensor J. For simplicity, all manifolds in this paper
are assumed to be connected. If each point p E M has an open neighbor-
hood U with a differentiable function Ju : U --+ R such that ?lu = e-’ug is a
Kàhler metric on U, g is called a locally conformal Kahler (l.c.K.) metric
and M is called an l.c.K. manifold ([7]). If we can take U = M, the metric

g is called a globally conformal Kahler (g.c.K.) metric and the manifold M
is called a g.c.K. manifold. If g is an Lc.K. metric, it is easily shown that
duu = duv on U n V. Therefore the closed 1-form w (to = duu on U) is

defined globally on M and is called the Lee form of an Lc.K. manifold M.
The Lee form eo determines the first de Rham cohomology class

[w]EH1(M;R). If the metric g is changed to g’ = eag by a differentiable
function u on M, g’ is also an l.c.K. metric and its Lee form m’ is given by
to’ = ro + du. In particular we have [ro] = [m’] in H 1 (M ; R). It follows that
g is g.c.K. if and only if [co] = 0.

Typical examples of l.c.K. (and not g.c.K.) manifolds are the Hopf
manifolds Mex. We set Mex = Cn _ {O}/Ga where a E C, 0  lai  1 and Gx is
the group generated by the holomorphic automorphism z - az, z E Cn - {O}.
Then Mx is a compact complex manifold. On cn - {O}, we consider the
Hermitian metric g = 1/11 z Il ’ Y-!= 1 dzi dzi which is conformally related to the
flat Kàhler metric Y-!. 1 dzi dzi. The metric g is invariant under the action of
Gex and induces a Hermitian metric on M03B1. Then Mex with g is an l.c.K.
manifold.

It is an interesting and remarkable fact that compact l.c.K. (and not
g.c.K.) manifolds admit no Kàhler metrics ([9] Thm. 2.1). Hence the class
of compact complex manifolds admitting l.c.K. metrics is essentially differ-
ent from that of Kàhler manifolds. We are interested in topological and
complex analytic properties of compact l.c.K. manifolds. Since not much
has been known about them, we first focus our study on a special class of
l.c.K. manifolds, i.e., the generalized Hopf (g.H.) manifolds. By definition, a
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g.H. manifold is an l.c.K. manifold whose Lee form cv is parallel, i.e.,
Vu = 0 «(V =1= 0) with respect to the Riemannian connection V of its

Hermitian mctric g ([10]). The class of g.H. manifolds contains the Hopf
manifolds Mx with g mentioned above. The topology of compact general-
ized Hopf manifolds has been investigated by Kashiwada ([4]) and

Vaisman ([10]). In particular, some remarkable properties about Betti

numbers are known (Corollary 2.4 in this paper).
In this paper we shall study holomorphic forms and holomorphic vector

fields on compact g.H. manifolds. In Section 3 we deal with harmonic forms
of the complex Laplacian D and show that any holomorphic form is

closed (Theorem 3.3). Moreover we obtain the decomposition br(M) -
Lp+q=rhP,q(M) for the Betti numbers (Theorem 3.5). In Section 4, we

investigate holomorphic vector fields and obtain an analogous result to a
theorem of Matsushima and Lichnerowicz (Theorem 4.6). In Section 5, we
consider the following problem: What domain in H1(M; R) is occupied by
the Lee forms of all Lc.K. metrics on M? (Theorem 5.1). In Section 2 we
review basic properties of Kàhler foliations which are the key to our study.
The author would like to express his thanks to the referee for his

valuable comments.

2. Kàhler foliations and the décomposition of harmonic forms on a compact
g.H. manifold

In this section, we shall show that a foliation iF canonically defined on a
g.H. manifold is transversally Kàhlerian. We review properties of the basic
cohomology of Kâhler foliations and results about the Betti numbers of a
compact g.H. manifold obtained by Kashiwada ([4]) and Vaisman ([10]).

Let (M, g, J) be an Lc.K. manifold with Lee form co. We denote by (D the
fundamental form defined by (D(X, Y) = g (JX, Y). We set 0 = -woJ and
denote by B and A the dual vector fields corresponding to w and 0,
respectively. Then we have A = JB. Computing the Riemannian connec-
tion V of the local Kâhler metric ?lu = e-eug, we get

Since J is parallel with respect to V, the following holds:

From now on we assume that (M, g, J) is a g.H. manifold. By a homothetic
change of the metric g, we may assume Ilwll I) = 1. Since w is parallel, B is
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also parallel. Putting Y = B in (2.2), we have

From these equations, we obtain the following (for dctailcd computa-
tions see [8]).

LEMMA 2.1 (cf. [8]). On a g.H. manifold (M, g, J), the following holds:

(1) A and B are Killing vector fields, i.e., LAg = 0 and LB9 = 0, where L
denotes the Lie derivative.

(2) A and B are infinitesimal automorphisms of (M, J), i.e., LAJ = 0 and

LBJ = 0. In particular, V = B - V// 1 A is a holomorphic vector field on M.
(3) We have VA A = VA B = VBA = VB B = 0 and in particular [A, B] = 0.

By Lemma 2.1(3), the distribution generated by the vector fields A and
B is completely integrable and defines a foliation àF whose leaves are
1-dimensional complex submanifolds. Moreover these leaves are totally
geodesic and locally flat submanifolds of M. The foliation !F will be called
the canonical foliation of a g.H. manifold M, which is called the vertical
foliation in [10]. We shall show that f is transversally Kahlerian.
We review basic definitions and properties of the transversal geometry of

foliations. For a general reference, see Tondeur ([6]). Let ff be a foliation
on a manifold M. By the transversal geometry, we mean "the differential

geometry" of the leaf space MIg;. It is given by an exact sequence of vector
bundles

where L is the tangent bundle and Q the normal bundle of F. We denote
by I-’L and rQ the spaces of differentiable sections of L and Q, respecively.
The action of the Lie algebra rL on rQ is defined by LXS = n[X, YS] for
any XerL, s E TQ, where 5g G rTM with n(Ys) = s. This action is extended
to tensor fields of Q. A tensor field ç of Q is said to be holonomy invariant
if it satisfies LxqJ = 0 for any X c- FL. 3F is called a Riemannian foliation if
there exists a holonomy invariant Riemannian metric gQ on Q. A metric g
on M is bundle-like if the induced metric gQ on Q is holonomy invariant. It
is known that there is a unique metric and torsion-free connection V’ in Q
for the Riemannian foliation àF with holonomy invariant metric gQ (cf. [6]
Thm. 5.12). In particular, for the holonomy invariant metric gQ induced by
the bundle-like metric g, such a unique connection V’ is given by
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where YS E r L 1. with n( ys) = .s. Here we denote by L-1 the vector bundle of
orthogonal complements of L in TM.
A foliation F is transversally Kahlerian (cf. Nishikawa and Tondeur [5])

if it satisfies the following conditions:

(i) F is Riemannian with a holonomy invariant metric gQ on Q,
(ii) there is a holonomy invariant almost complex structure JQ of Q, with

respect to which gQ is Hermitian, i.e. gQ(J QS’ JQt) = gQ(s, t) for s, t E 1-Q,
and

(iii) JQ is parallel with respect to the unique metric and torsion-free
connection V’ associated with gQ.

Returning to g.H. manifolds, we recall the following, which is implicitly
proved as Theorem 3.1 in [10].

THEOREM 2.2. The canonical foliation 57 on a g.H. manifold M is

Kâhlerian.

Proof. Identifying L 1. with Q, we get an almost complex structure JQ and
its Hermitian metric gQ on Q. By Lemma 2.1(1) and (2), it is easy to see

that JQ and gQ are holonomy invariant and hence 9 is a bundle-like metric.
We show that it satisfies the third condition of Kàhler foliations. For

X E FL, V’xJ Q = 0 holds. In fact this means the holonomy invariance of JQ.
For X c- rL’ and s e FQ, we have

where YS E rL1. with n(Ys) = s. 

Now we return again to a general foliated manifold M with codimension

q foliation F. A differential form il E S2r(M) is said to be basic if 1(X)q = 0
and Lxq = 0 for all X E r’L. The exterior derivative d preserves basic forms
and the set S2B = f2*(F) of all basic forms constitutes a subcomplex of the
de Rham complex (Q*(M), d). We denote dlnB = dB. Its cohomology H*B(F)
is called the basic cohomology of F ([6] Chap. 9).
From now on we assume that the manifold M is compact and oriented,
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and tl1at :F is transvcrsally oricntcd and Ricmannian with a bundlc-like
mctric g. Morcovcr it is assumcd that F is harmonic, i.c. ail ]caves of .3z7

arc minimal submanifolds of (M, N).
We dcnotc by ÔB the formal adjoint opcrator of dB with respect to the

natural scalar product , &#x3E;B in QB(F). We put the basic Laplacian AB =

dBôB + ¿jBdB and call a basic form il satisfying ABI = 0 a harmonic basic
form ([6] Chap. 12). It is known that the space HrB of harmonic basic
r-forms is of finite dimension and that Hr B is isomorphic to HrB(F) (cf. [2]).

Furthermore suppose that iF is transversally Kâhlerian with codimen-
sion q = 2m. The fundamental 2-form 1&#x3E;’ of a Kàhler foliation is defined by
(D’(X, Y) = gQ(J QnX, nY) for X, Y E rTM. Then (D’is a closed basic 2-form.
The complexified normal bundle Q’ = Q (D, C has the direct sum decom-
position :

where Q+ and Q - are subbundles associated with eigenvalues /2013 1 and
2013/20131 of JQ, respectively. According to this decomposition, the complex
valued basic r-forms QrB(F) are decomposed as follows:

where QsB(F) denotes the space of basic forms of type (s, t). The exterior

derivative d B: n(F) --+ nB " ’ ’ (F) is decomposed into two operators OB and
ôB of bidegrees (1, 0) and (0, 1). Then the following differential complex is
obtained:

and its cohomology Hs,tB‘(F) is called the basic Dolbeault cohomology of ffi’.
Let 3B be the adjoint operator of aB with respect to , &#x3E;B. We put
DB = aB3B + 3BaB and

It is known that Hs,tBt is of finite dimension and that Hs,tB HBt(F) and
HBs,t = HBS ([1]). Similarly to Kahler manifolds, for Kahler foliations

Ag = 2~B holds. Therefore we have the direct sum decomposition
HrB= ~s+r=r Hs,tB.
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We define the operators L’ : 03A9s,tB - 03A9sB+1, t+ 1 and A’ :03A9s,tB - 03A9s,tB- 1’1 by
L’a = ~ A a and A’a = i(I&#x3E;’)a. The basic Laplacian 6B commutes with L’
and A’. Therefore every harmonie basic r-form oc (r  m + 1) admits a
unique decomposition into a direct sum of the type:

where ;.,-2h are harmonic and effective basic (r - 2h)-forms, i.e.,
A’ )’r- 2h = 0.

In general, the basic cohomology H*B(F) of F does not admit remark-

able relations to the de Rham cohomology H*(M) of M. However, for the
canonical foliation 57 on a compact g.H. manifold M there are beautiful
relations between the basic cohomology of 57 and the de Rham cohomol-
ogy of M ([4], [10]). Let w and B be the Lee form and its dual vector field
on a g.H. manifold M. Since A(co A o) = w A 0« and Li(B)a = i (B)~03B1,
every harmonic r-form À has a unique decomposition of the following type:

where a, fi are harmonic forms and i(B)a = 0, i(B)p = 0. Now we recall the
following.

THEOREM 2.3 ([4], [10]). Let M be an n-dimensional compact g.H.
manifold. For an r-form ). (0  r  n - 1) on M, the following two conditions
are equivalent:

(i) À is harmonic, i.e., AÂ = 0;
(ii) has the decomposition À = a + w A (3, where oc and fi are basic forms

of the canonical foliation ff and satisfy AB a = 0, ABfl = 0, A’a = 0, A’fl = 0
(that is, a and (3 are effective harmonic basic forms of 57).
We denote by eh the dimension of the basic cohomology H B h (5). Then,

by the decomposition (2.5) of harmonic basic forms, the following holds.

COROLLARY 2.4 ([4], [10]). On an n-dimensional compact g.H. manifold
M, the Betti numbers bh(M) are given by

I n particular the first Betti number b1 (M) is odd.
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3. Holomorphic forms

In this section we shall study holomorphic forms on compact g.H. mani-
folds. We keep the notation in Section 2.

Let M be an n-dimensional compact g.H. manifold. We denote by 03A9r(M)
the space of complex valued r-forms on M with the scalar product  , &#x3E;. We
consider the following differential operators acting on forms: d, c5, ô, ô, 3, 3,
A, D. Here d = ô + ô is the exterior derivative with its decomposition into
two operators of bidegrees (1, 0) and (0, 1). ô, 3, and 3 are defined by
c5 = - *d*, 3 =- *ô*, and 3 = - *0*, respectively. Then we have

6 = d + ôd and D = 83 + 38 are the Laplacians of d and 0, respectively.
We denote by e(F) and i(F) the exterior product and the interior product
by the k-form F, respectively. In particular, we use the following notation:
L = e«D), A = i«D), L’ = e«D’), A’ = 1(O’), where (D and (D’ are the funda-
mental 2-forms of M and of the canonical Kâhler foliation F respectively.
We recall the Lee form w and 0 = - w - J. From (2.3), it follows that

dO = - (D + w A 0 = - (D’ and ôO = 0. We define the differential form 9 of

type (1, 0) by ç = W + /20131 0. Then we see that D(p = 0, 3qJ = 0 and

8qJ = 2013/2013 1 (D’. In fact, since 0 = dcv = -f(ag + 8qJ + oip + ô9), we have
Dg = 8ip = 0 and D~ + oip = 0 because of types of forms. Since

and

we obtain 8qJ = 2013/20131 (D’and 3qJ = 0.
By straightforward computation, we obtain the following:

LEMMA 3.1. The following commutation formulas hold for r-forms on an
n-dimensional g.H. manifold:
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We shall investigate harmonic forms with respect to U and get the

complex version of Theorem 2.3. Namely we show the following theorem.

THEOREM 3.2. Let M be an n-dimensional compact g.H. manifold and ;. a
differential form of type (p, q) with p + q  n - 1 on M. Then the following
two conditions for ),. are equivalent:

(1) À satisfies n). = 0,
(2) À has the decomposition À = a + (p 1B f3, where a and f3 are basic forms

of the canonical foliation F’ and satisfy D:.Ba = 0, 6Bf3 = 0, A’a = 0, A’P = 0
(i.e. a and f3 are effective harmonic basic forms of F).

Proof. We first note that any differential form 03BB has a unique decompo-
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sition of the following type:

where i(g)a = 0, 1(ç)B = 0. In the decomposition above, oc and pare given
by p = )1(ç))w and a = Â - (0 A B. From Lemma 3.1, it follows that

~e(Ç) = e(p)~ and Di(cp) = 1(ç)D . In fact we have

and hence De(q» = e(q»D. Similarly we can prove Di(o) = i(g)D
Accordingly, for the decomposition 03BB, = oc + 0 n B, we see that ~03BB = 0 if
and only if Da = 0 and OP = 0.

Proof of the implication (2) -(1). If has the decomposition
03BB, = oc + p 039B03B2 satisfying (2), by Theorem 2.3 oc and fi are harmonic forms
with respect to A and hence they satisfy da = 0, d03B2 = 0 and 03B403B1 = 0, 03B403B1 = 0.
Therefore oc and 03B2are also harmonic forms with respect to D. Consequent-
ly we have Q~, = 0.

Proof of the implication (1) - (2). First we give an outline of the proof.
Let oc be a differential form of type (p, q) (p + q  n - 1) which satisfies
~a = 0 and 1(ç)ce = 0. Then we shall show that such an « satisfies da = 0,
ôa = 0 and hence Aa = 0 and that oc is a basic form of the canonical

foliation 5. By this fact and Theorem 2.3, we see that oc is an effective
harmonic basic form of F. Thus combining this with the preceding
argument on the décomposition = oc + 0 n B, we can prove our assertion
(1) -(2).
For our purpose, we shall prove the following key formula for a

differential form oc of type (p, q) (p + q = r) which satisfies Qa = 0 and

1(ç)03B1 = 0:

We note that Da = 0 if and only if 8a = 0 and 3a = 0.
By Lemma 3.1, we have
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Calculating the first term of the last equation, we obtain

Calculating the third term, we have

Therefore (3.1) is proved. From (3.1), it follows that if p + q = r  n - 1,
Oli. = 0 and hcnce da = 0. In particular, if p + q = r , n - 2, (3.1) implies
that n’a = 0 and 1(Ç)ce = 0. Next we shall prove that n’a = 0 and i(g)a = 0

hold if p + q = r  n - 1. By Lemma 3.1, we have
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and hence

On the other hand, we have

and hence

Consequently, if p + q = r  n - 1, we have A’« = 0 and 1(Ç)ce = 0. Since
1(ç)a = 0, i(9)a = 0 and d« = 0, « is a basic form of the canonical foliation
,3F. Since

we have 03B4a = 0. r-i

As to holomorphic forms, the following holds.

THEOREM 3.3. On ann-dimensional compact g.H. manifold, euery holomor-
pl1ic p-.form a sal isjies cla = 0 and Da = 0. Moreover if p  n - 1, a is a

basic form of the C’ClilOnIC’Cll foliation -5.
proof. If I? - ii - 1, we have already shown that a satisfies da = 0,

Ay - 0 and that a is a basic form of 5. For a holomorphic n-form a,
(;’Y. = 0 holds trivially and hence da = 0. Moreover since
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we have ôa = 0 and hence La = 0. ~

COROLLARY 3.4. On an n-dimensional compact g.H. manifold, we have

Proof. The interior product i(V) by the holomorphic vector field V is an
injective homomorphism of H"’O(M) into Hn - 1 , ID(M). Conversely for

a c- H"- "’O(M) qJ A a is a holomorphic n-form. In fact, we have 8(qJ A a)
1 (D’ A oc and since 03A6’ A ce is a basic form of type (n, 1), we get
(D’ A oc = 0 because of types of basic forms. It is easily seen that the map
oc l--+!qJ n oc of H5-l,o(M) into Hô’°(M) is the inverse of i(V). D

We denote by Hâ’9(M) the Dolbeault cohomology group of type (p, q)
and put hP,q(M) = dim Hp’q(M). Combining Theorem 2.3 and Theorem 3.2,
we get the following.

THEOREM 3.5. On a compact g.H. manifold M, we have br(M) =
Y-p + q = r hp,q(M).

Proof. We set:

Then we have S’B(ff) = O p+q=r’SB’9( )· From Theorem 2.3 and Theorem
3.2, it follows that Hr(M; C) SB(F) Et) SB 1(g;) for r  n - 1 and that

Hop""(M) S°q(F) Q s,q- (F ) for p + q  n - 1. Hence for r  n - 1, we
have b,(M) = Lp+q=r hp,q(M). By Poincaré duality and Serre duality, the
same relation holds for r &#x3E; n + 1. Using a result of Frâlicher ([3]) which
states that

we can prove bn (M) -  p + 9 - n h’9(M). D

Remark 3.6., Theorem 3.3 and Theorem 3.5 show that the same results
as in the case of compact Kâhler manifolds hold on compact g.H.
manifolds. But the relation hP,q(M) = hq,p(M) is not true on a compact g.H.
manifold. For example we have h°’’’ = hP’o + hP- 1,0 for p  n - 1. In

particular, we have h1,o = !(b1 - 1) and h°° = 2(b 1 + 1).
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4. Holomorphic vector fields

In this section, we shall investigate holomorphic vector fields on a compact
g.H. manifold.

Let F be the canonical foliation of a g.H. manifold M with tangent
bundle L and normal bundle Q of F and n denote the projection TM - Q.
Usually we identify Q with the orthogonal complement L.l of L. By Lemma

2.1(2), V = B - 1 A is a holomorphic vector field with no zero points
and hence L+ is a holomorphic subbundle of TM +. Thus the quotient
bundle Q + = TM +/L+ is a holomorphic vector bundle and n : TM’ --+ Q’
is a bundle homomorphism between holomorphic vector bundles. If X is a
holomorphic vector field on M, then n(X) is a holomorphic section of Q +.
Now, we shall discuss holomorphic sections of Q +. Let us recall the

unique metric and torsion-free connection V’ induced in Q and also in Q + .
Then V’ is a connection of type (1, 0) on the holomorphic vector bundle Q +,
i.e., a connection which maps local holomorphic sections in Q + onto

Q +-valued forms of type (1, 0). In particular, V’ is a Hermitian connection
of the holomorphic Hermitian vector bundle (Q +, gQ), where gQ is an

induced holonomy invariant metric on Q. Thus for a section X of Q +, X
is holomorphic if and only if VyX = 0 for any Y E rTM +. Let ç be the
corresponding complex differential 1-form to X E hQ + defined by j(Y) =
gQ(X, Y) for Y E rQc. Then ç is of type (0, 1) and we see that X is a
holomorphic section of Q + if and only if ’V = 0 for any Y E rT M + : We

denote simply by ç the 1-form n*ç of type (0, 1) on M.
For later convenience, we present the relation between the connections

V’, V, and V, where V and V denote the Riemannian connection and the
connection defined by (2.1) respectively:
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where X, Y E r(L1)c and V = B - l A. In the above, we identify Q
with Ll.

PROPOSITION 4.1. If ç is the 1-form of type (0, 1) corresponding to a
holomorphic section X E rQ +, we have ôj = 0.

Proof. Using (4.1), we have

and

for Y, ZEr(L1.)+. ~

THEOREM 4.2. Any holomorphic section X of Q+ on a compact g.H.
manifold M is a holonomy invariant section with respect to 57.

Proof Let ç be the 1-form of type (0, 1) corresponding to X. Then it is
sufficient to prove that ç is a basic form of 57. By Proposition 4.1, we can
write ç as ç = Ço + ôg where Ço satisfies Dço = 0 and f denotes a
complex-valued function on M. Since Di(ç)j = i(qJ)Dç 0 = 0, i(qJ)ç 0 =

ço(V) is a constant function on M. Thus we have
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where vol(M) denotes the volume of M. Since

we obtain i(qJ)ç 0 = 0. From Theorem 3.2, it follows that Ço is a basic form
of F. Moreover we have Vf = 1(ç)j - i(qJ)ç 0 = 0. This means that the
function f is holomorphic on each leaf of 57. By Lemma 2.1, the universal
covering of each leaf is biholomorphic to C. Since f is bounded, f is a
constant function on each leaf and then f is a basic function of F’. Thus it
has been proved that ç is a basic form of 57. D

From the preceding theorem, it follows that the I-form ç corresponding
to a holomorphic section X of Q + determines a basic Dolbeault cohomol-
ogy class [ç] E H’,’(F). For a holomorphic section X of Q +, Vaisman in
[10] constructed a ô-closed 1-form K(X) of type (0, 1), which is related to
our I-form ç by -2[K(X)] = [ç] in HP@’(M). Moreover he answered the
question whether there exists a holomorphic vector field X of M such that
neX-) = X in terms of its Dolbeault cohomology class [x(X)] (Theorem 4.5
in [10]). Now we shall answer the same question as above in terms of its
basic Dolbeault cohomology class [ç].

THEOREM 4.3. Let X be a holomorphic section of Q + with the correspond-
ing I-form ç on a compact g.H. manifold M. Then there exists a holomorphic
vector field X on M such that n(X) = X if and only if [c;] = 0 in Ho,’(J’).

Proof. For a given holomorphic section X E rQ +, any vector field X of
type (1, 0) on M such that n(X) = X is written as X = X + f V, where f
denotes some differentiable function on M. Here we identified Q + with
(L1.) + . Noticing that the connection V is of type (1, 0), we see that X is
holomorphic if and only if VyX = 0 for any Y E r(L1) + and = 0.
Using (4.2), we calculate

for YEr(L1.)+ and

If X is a holomorphic vector field, by the second equation in the above, we
obtain ô f ( V ) = 0 and by the argument in the proof of Theorem 4.2, we see
that f is a basic function of 5. From the first equation, it follows that

ç = -28Bf and hence [ç] = 0 in H’,’(F). The converse is easily seen. D
COROLLARY 4.4. Let M be a compact g.H. manifold with b1(M) = 1. Then
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for any holomorphic section X E FQ +, there exists a holomorphic vector field
X such that n(X) = X.

Proof. If b1(M) = 1, a result obtained in Section 3 implies that

Ho,’(57) = {O}. ~

We denote by 2( the complex Lie algebra consisting of all holomorphic
vector fields on M. Then on a compact g.H. manifold M, we have

Moreover the following holds:

COROLLARY 4.5. {cVlcEC} is contained in the center of 21.
Proof. We note that [ V, X ] E I’(L1) + for any X E r(L1) + . From the

argument in the proof of Theorem 4.3, it follows that for any X E 21 X is
written as X = X + f V, where X is a holomorphic section of (L1)+ ^, Q+
and f is a basic function of 5. By Theorem 4.2, X is a holonomy invariant
section of F’. Therefore we obtain [ V, X] = 0. D
Now we shall show an analogous result to a theorem of Matsushima and

Lichnerowicz. We denote by Sl the real Lie subalgebra of 21 consisting of
holomorphic vector fields whose associated real vector fields are Killing
vector fields. Then we have the following.

THEOREM 4.6. Let M be a compact g.H. manifold with constant scalar
curvature. Then we have

where V = B - V/---l A is a vector field given in Lemma 2.1(2).
Proof. In the proof of this theorem, the canonical foliation also plays an

important role.
First, we review basic properties of transversally holomorphic sections of

Kàhler foliations (cf. [5]). Let F be a Kâhler foliation on a manifold M.
We denote by V(F) and rQL the Lie algebra of infinitesimal auto-

morphisms of F and that of holonomy invariant sections of the normal
bundle Q, respectively. Then we have an exact sequence of Lie algebras:

which is associated with (2.4) (cf. [6] Chap. 9). For Kâhler foliations, the
space 1-(Q ’)’ of holonomy invariant sections of type (1, 0) is a Lie

subalgebra of r(QC)L. A section s E I-’(Q +)L is said to be transversally
holomorphic if its associated real section u = s + s satisfies LYuJQ = 0,
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where n(Yu) = u. We denote by 9T the complex Lie subalgebra of h(Q +)L
consisting of transversally holomorphic sections. Given SE r(Q + )L, we see
that sE21’ if and only if VyS = 0 for any YEr(L1.)+. A section SErQL is
said to be transversally Killing if LYsgQ = 0 holds. Then s E FQL is trans-
versally Killing if and only if it satisfies gQ(V’ x s, 7r(Y» + gQ(n (X), Vys) = 0
for any X, Y E rLl. We denote by R’ the real Lie subalgebra of hQL
consisting of transversally Killing sections. From now on, we assume that
M is compact and orientable and that 57 is harmonic. Then similarly to
the case of compact Kâhler manifolds, we see that if u is a transversally
Killing section, its associated section s = 2(u - J=1 J QU) of type (1, 0) is
transversally holomorphic (cf. Theorem B in [5]). In particular, R’
is identified with a real Lie subalgebra of 21’. Moreover, Nishikawa and
Tondeur generalized a theorem of Lichnerowicz to the foliation context.
To state this result, we recall complex Lie subalgebras 0’ and (--Ç’
of 9r : 0’, by definition, is the ideal of 21’ consisting of transversally
holomorphic sections whose corresponding basic (0, 1)-forms vanish in
H’,1(F); OE’ is the Lie subalgebra of 9T consisting of transversally
holomorphic sections which are parallel with respect to V’. Then the
following holds.

THEOREM 4.7 (Theorem D in [5]). Let 5’ be a harmonic Kâhler
foliation on a compact orientable manifold M with constant transversal
scalar curvature. Then we have

Now we return to the proof of Theorem 4.6. Let F be the canonical
foliation of a compact g.H. manifold M. Let X be a holomorphic section
of the holomorphic vector bundle Q +. From Theorem 4.2, it follows that
X is a holonomy invariant section. Moreover since VyX = 0 for any
YEFTM’, X is transversally holomorphic. Conversely if X is a trans-

versally holomorphic section of Q+, we have VpX = 0 (V = B - 1 A)
and VpX = 0 for any Y E r(L1.) + . Consequently X is a holomorphic section
of Q + . Therefore 9T coincides with the space of holomorphic sections
of Q + .
The projection n is a Lie algebra homomorphism of the complex Lie

algebra 2t of all holomorphic vector fields on M into 21’. Let X be a

holomorphic vector field which satisfies n(X) = 0. Then X is written as
X = f V, where f is a holomorphic function on M. Since M is compact, f
is constant. Therefore we have ker n = {c Vie E CI. From Theorem 4.3, it

follows that n(2I) = 0’.
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Next we shall prove the following.
L E M M A 4.8. For X E 21, X belongs to R if and only if n(X) belongs to R’.

Proof. We denote by W the real vector field associated to X. W is
decomposed into W = W + fiB + f2A, where WErLJ.. Let us denote by
â and oc the dual 1-forms corresponding to W and W, respectively. Then we
have à = a + ficv + f20. From the argument in the proof of Theorem 4.3,
it follows that f1 and f2 are basic functions of F and that a =

- df1 + d f2 J holds. W is a Killing vector field if and only if the following
equations hold:

for any Y, Z E r L 1.. Since f1 and f2 are basic, the equation (1) always holds.
The equations (2) and (3) hold if and only if fl is constant on M. In fact,
we have

The equation (4) is equivalent to (V’yoe)(Z) + (Vz(x)(Y) = 0 for Y, Z E rL1..
I n fact we have

Therefore if X E R, the real vector field W associated to n(X) is trans-

versally Killing. Conversely suppose that W is transversally Killing. Then
(Vy(x)(Z) + (Va)( Y) = 0 for any 1": Z E r L 1. and hence bB(X = o. Since

bB(df2 oJ)=bB(dBf2 oJ)=O, we have ~B.f1 =bBdBfI = -bBa+bB(df2 O J) = 0
and hence , f’1 is a constant function. Therefore W is a Killing vector
field. D

We continue the proof of Theorem 4.6. We have the following relation
between the scalar curvature T and the transversal scalar curvature T’

of !F: T = --!(n - 1) + T’. Applying Theorem 4.7, we complete the proof of
Theorem 4.6.
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THEOREM 4.9. Let M be an n-dimensional compact g.H. manifold with
dimc I &#x3E; 2. Then M admits no non-zero holomorphic n-forms and (n - 1)-
forms.

Proof. Since dimc 2I 2, there exists a holomorphic vector field X such
that n(X) is not identically zero. -We set U = {p E M 1 n(X p) =1= 01. Evidently
U is a non-empty open set. Let « be a holomorphic n-form on M. By
Theorem 3.3, i (X )a is a basic (n - l)-form of -9’. This implies that

i( V)i (X)a = 0. Since Vp and X p are linearly independent at p E U, oc vanishes
on U and hence also on M. This, with Corollary 3.4, implies that M admits
no non-zero holomorphic (n - 1)-forms. D

COROLLARY 4.10. If an n-dimensional compact g.H. manifold M admits a
non-zero holomorphic n-form, all the leaves of the canonical foliation 57 are
compact.

Proof. We denote by Auto(M, g) the identity component of the group of
isometrically holomorphic transformations of a compact g.H. manifold
(M, g). Auto(M, g) is a compact Lie transformation group acting on M and
its Lie algebra is identified with R. By Theorem 4.9, we have 91 =

R = {c VI c e C}. Therefore each leaf of F is an orbit of Auto(M, g). Hence
our assertion holds. D

5. l.c.K. metrics on compact g.H. manifolds

In this section we consider the following problem: We fix a compact
complex manifold M which admits at least one l.c.K. (and not g.c.K.)
metric. Then how many 1.c.K. metrics do there exist on M? One way of

answering this problem is as follows: Let us denote by M the set of alI1.c.K.
metrics on M and for g E M, l(g) denotes the de Rham cohomology class
in H1(M; R) to which the Lee form of the Lc.K. metric g belongs. Hence
we obtain a map 1 of M into H1 (M ; R).

PROBLEM. What domain in H’(M; R) is occupied by the image 1(.,#) of
the map 1?

We denote by Jf the subspace of H"O(M) consisting of d-closed

holomorphic 1-forms. For ae H, j(a) denotes the de Rham cohomology
class in H1 (M ; R) to which the real component of oc belongs. Then j is a
real linear injective map of àfi into H’(M; R). We denote by Je the image
j(H). From the proof of Theorem 2.1 in [9], it follows that the intersection
of 1(aV) and Je is empty.
Now we suppose that M is a compact g.H. manifold with g.H. metric

go and Lee form wo. By Theorem 3.3, all holomorphic 1-forms are closed,
i.e. :le = H"O(M). Therefore we have dimRJe = 2dimcH1,0 = 2h1’o. By
Remark 3.6, b = 2h’,’ + 1 and hence dim Yf = dim H’(M; R) - 1. On the
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other hand, [wo] e Je. Therefore an arbitrary ç E H1(M; R) is written as

ç = t [ w 0] + il, t E R, Yj E H.

THEOREM 5.1. Let M be a compact g.H. manifold with g.H. metric go and
Lee form wo. Then the image l(JI) is given by

We shall prove this theorem dividing into two parts. The first part is to
construct l.c.K. metrics. The second part is to prove non-existence of l.c.K.
metrics.

First part of proof. The length of Lee form Wo is assumed to be equal to
1. We denote by (Do the fundamental form given by the g.H. metric go. We
put 00 := - wo - J and denote by Bo and Ao the dual vector fields corre-
sponding to Wo and 00 with respect to go. Given a holomorphic I-form ).,
we put a = the real component of ). and f3 = the imaginary component of
).., i.e. a = -2(). + 2), f3 = 1/2 1(). - 2). Then we have f3 = -a oJ and
da = 0, df3 = 0. By Theorem 3.3, a and /3 are basic 1-forms of the foliation
F generated by A o and Bo. Now we define a new metric g by

for an arbitrary t &#x3E; 0. We shall show that g is an l.c.K. metric with parallel
Lee form cv = tcoo + a. It is easily checked that 9 is a Hermitian metric and
that its fundamental form C is given by

We put (t) = two + a and 0 = t0o + fi. Then w is a closed 1-form and

0 = - oi - J holds. Moreover we have dO = w A C. This implies that g is
an 1.c.K. metric with Lee form w (cf. [7]). Finally we shall prove that w is
parallel with respect to the Riemannian connection of g. Let us denote by
B the dual vector field corresponding to w with respect to g. Then B is

given by B = (1/t)Bo. Noticing that a and fl are basic forms of the foliation

generated by A o and Bo, we can prove B is a Killing vector field with

respect to g. Therefore co is parallel. From these arguments, it follows that

(-//) - 1 t [U)OI + 11 t &#x3E; 0 il c- -»’I.
Second part of proof. We shall prove that for an arbitrary t &#x3E; 0 and

c- YC, - t [wo] + q does not belong to 1(A7). By virtue of the first part of
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proof, it is sufficient to prove that there does not exist an l.c.K. metric g
whose Lee form m is given by cv = -coo. Suppose that g is such an Lc.K.
metric on M. We denote by C the fundamental form with respect to g. We
put 0 = -úJoJ = - Oo and denote by B and A the dual vector fields

corresponding to co and 0 with respect to g. Then we have

We shall show that the inner product (LB(D, C) is positive at every point of
M. In fact, we have

where {e l’ ... , e2nl is an orthonormal basis with respect to g. Now we recall
- d00 = Co 2013 Wo 1B 00 because of a g.H. metric go. Since

-’2 _i=’ 1 dOO(ei, Jei) is positive and hence (L,(I), 1» is positive. Therefore we
have

On the other hand, we have

which is a contradiction.
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